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Strange quark matter (SQM) is a hypothetical type of matter composed of almost equal quantities of up, down and strange quarks. In [1], Edward Witten presented the SQM as a denser and more stable matter that could represent the ground state of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). Massive SQM particles are called nuclearites. These particles could have been produced in violent astrophysical processes, such as neutron star collisions and could be present in the cosmic radiation. Nuclearites with masses greater than $10^{13}$ GeV and velocities of about 250 km/s (typical galactic velocities) could reach the Earth and interact with atoms and molecules of sea water within the sensitive volume of the deep-sea neutrino telescopes. The SQM particles can be detected with the KM3NeT telescope (whose first lines are already installed and taking data in the Mediterranean Sea) through the visible blackbody radiation generated along their path inside or near the instrumented area. In this work the results of a study using Monte Carlo simulations of down-going nuclearites are discussed.
1. Introduction

Strange Quark Matter (SQM) was proposed in 1980 by Edward Witten [1] as a hypothetical type of matter consisting of nearly equal quantities of up, down and strange quarks. This type of matter has a density slightly higher than that of nuclear matter and is completely stable. In the same paper, Witten showed that SQM matter could represent the ground state of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), by demonstrating that three flavor quark matter have a smaller energy than two flavor quark matter, because of the extra Fermi well available for the strange quark. Light lumps of SQM (A>10^7) are usually called strangelets, and the heavier ones are called nuclearites. Nuclearites could have been produced in violent astrophysical phenomena, like neutron star collisions and could be present in the cosmic radiation. Massive SQM particles with masses greater than 10^{13} GeV and velocities of about 250 km/s at the entry in Earth’s atmosphere could have enough energy to reach the Earth and interact with the atoms of sea water within the sensitive volume of a neutrino telescope placed on the bottom of the Mediterranean Sea. In the following will be presented the characteristics of nuclearites, the detection principle and the results of a preliminary study using Monte Carlo simulations of nuclearites.

2. Nuclearites

The density of the SQM matter is estimated at approximately 3.6×10^{14} g/cm^3 in [2], which is slightly higher than the density of nuclear matter and neutron stars [3, 4]. Composed of up, down and strange quarks, nuclearites have a positive residual charge which is compensated by electrons, thus resulting a neutral massive particle. The structure of nuclearites with radii < 1 Å (Angstrom) is very similar to the structure of nuclear atoms (Fig. 1). They would have a SQM nucleus surrounded by an electronic shell, that spreads beyond the nucleus shell by at least an electron Compton wavelength [3]. Larger nuclearites would be more similar to a neutron star, and their electron component would be distributed within the SQM nucleus towards its surface.

![Fig. 1: Dimensions and masses (in GeV) of the nuclearites and their internal structure. The radii are in logarithmic scale. The electrons are illustrated by black dots. [4]](image)

Massive SQM particles with galactic velocities do not interact with atoms through direct nuclear interactions, because of the Coulomb repulsion. The relevant interaction mechanism of nuclearites with matter is through elastic and quasi-elastic collisions. In transparent media (such as water), a fraction of the energy emitted through the elastic and quasi-elastic collisions of these particles with the atoms encountered is dissipated as blackbody radiation in the visible spectrum.
This fraction of energy, the luminous efficiency, is estimated in the case of water to $\eta \approx 3 \cdot 10^{-5}$. This allows the search of nuclearites using neutrino telescopes.

The energy loss of massive SQM particles through elastic collisions can be described using the following expression [3]:

$$\frac{dE}{dx} = -\sigma \rho v^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\rho$ is the medium density, $v$ is the nuclearite velocity and $\sigma$ is the cross-section of the nuclearite, described as follows [3]:

$$\sigma = \begin{cases} \pi \left( \frac{3M_N}{4\pi \rho_N} \right)^{2/3} \text{ cm}^2, & \text{for } M_N \geq 8.4 \times 10^{14} \text{ GeV} \\ \pi \cdot 10^{-16} \text{ cm}^2, & \text{for } M_N < 8.4 \times 10^{14} \text{ GeV} \end{cases} \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

where $M_N$ and $\rho_N$ are the mass and density of the nuclearite, respectively.

The velocity of the particle decreases exponentially with the traveled distance $L$. The propagation of nuclearites through atmosphere and water is described by the expression [3]:

$$v(L) = v_0 \cdot e^{-\frac{\sigma M_N}{\rho} \int_0^L \rho \, dx}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $v(L)$, $v_0$ are the final and initial velocity, respectively, $M_N$ is the mass of the nuclearite and $\rho$ is the density of the traversed medium.

Since the nuclearites lose energy by elastic collisions with the atoms of the medium, and through these collisions massive SQM particles overheat the medium and generate blackbody radiation in the visible spectrum, the light emitted in these interactions can be detected by the PMTs of an underwater neutrino telescope. This light is then converted in electric charge, the pulse is digitized and sent to the shore station using optical fibers. At the shore, the signal is analyzed and filtered.

The number of photons emitted in the nuclearite interactions per unit length is described by the following relation [3]:

$$\frac{dN_\gamma}{dx} = \eta_{\text{water}} \cdot \frac{dE}{dx} \frac{\langle E_\gamma \rangle}{E_\gamma}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\eta_{\text{water}} = 3 \cdot 10^{-5}$ is the luminous efficiency and $E_\gamma = 3.14$ eV is the average energy of the photons emitted.

Considering the previous expression (4), in Fig. 2 is shown the result of a study for the detection of massive downgoing SQM particles made for ORCA configuration using only one Detection Unit with one Digital Optical Module at each level (upper, middle and lower). Also, a downgoing event with a vertical trajectory at the distance of 1 m from the DU was considered. The number of emitted visible photons per unit of length is represented as a function of the nuclearite mass (in GeV).
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3. KM3NeT detector

The detector consists of two large volume photomultiplier (PMT) arrays, ARCA (Astroparticle Research with Cosmosics in the Abyss) and ORCA (Oscillation Research with Cosmosics in the Abyss), placed at the bottom of the Mediterranean Sea in Italy (3500 m) and France (2475 m), respectively (Fig. 3). Either configuration will be composed by 115 Detection Units (DUs), each DU containing 18 Digital Optical Modules (DOMs). A DOM consists of 31 PMTs distributed on the internal surface of a glass sphere, and several sensors. All the DUs are connected to Junction Boxes (JB) placed on the seabed and connected to the shore station through optical fibers. The two configurations are currently under construction, while taking data with the DUs already installed. ARCA is optimized for the detection of high energy neutrinos, in the range TeV-PeV. Main goals for this detector are to identify and study the high energy cosmic neutrino sources, as well as to validate the diffuse neutrino flux measured with the IceCube detector. ORCA

Fig. 2: The number of emitted visible photons per unit of length as a function of the nuclearite mass.

Fig. 3: The KM3NeT configuration for a block of detection, with a zoom of the DOM comprising the 31 PMTs.
is a more compact detector that is optimized for the study of atmospheric neutrinos, having the exciting purpose to study the neutrino oscillations in order to determine the neutrino mass hierarchy. The geometries of the two configurations are very similar, the main differences being the distances between the DUs and between the DOMs, then the dimensions of the detectors.

The predominant mechanism for the energy loss of nuclearites is through elastic collisions with the atoms of the medium. As the particle passes through matter, it displaces the atoms along its path and overheats the medium in the vicinity of the particle trajectory. A part of the energy which is deposited in the interactions is dissipated as blackbody radiation in the visible spectrum. The detection of nuclearites is based on the detection of this blackbody radiation, by the PMTs of the neutrino telescope. The detection method is very similar to the neutrino detection method. When the particle passes through the instrumented volume, it generates light in the visible spectrum and this light is converted by the PMTs in electric charge, the pulse is then digitized and sent to the shore using optical fibers, where the signal will be analyzed and filtered.

4. Monte Carlo simulations

The Monte Carlo (MC) program used for this analysis is based on a previous code, developed for the ANTARES neutrino telescope [5], and it is adapted to simulate the KM3NeT detector and the nuclearites propagation and interaction. The MC code simulates the full geometries of the KM3NeT detector (115 lines for both ORCA and ARCA), and the characteristics of the PMTs (31 PMTs per Optical Module).

The algorithm considers an isotropic flux of downgoing nuclearites, which are uniformly distributed on a simulation hemisphere with the basis at the level of the seabed. The zenith and azimuth angles are described as follows: $\theta \in [0, \pi/2]$, $\phi \in [0, 2\pi]$. The initial velocity of the nuclearites at the entry in the Earth atmosphere (approximately 50 km above the sea level) is considered $\beta_0 \approx 10^{-3}$. The simulation hemisphere defines the sensitive volume of the detector. For ORCA and ARCA configurations, the radii of the sensitive volumes were taken as follows: $r_{hsf, ORCA}=548$ m, $r_{hsf, ARCA}=912$ m, taking into account that the radii of the detectors are approximately: $r_{det, ORCA}=100$ m, $r_{det, ARCA}=500$ m. The simulation hemisphere is centered in the origin of the coordinate system, and not in the Center of Gravity (CG) of the detector. The CG of the detectors are:

- ORCA: $x_{CG} = 0$ m, $y_{CG} = 0$ m, $z_{CG} = 117.1999$ m
- ARCA: $x_{CG} = 13.8869$ m, $y_{CG} = 6.7130$ m, $z_{CG} = 405.9999$ m

The nuclearite events are propagated through the atmosphere and sea water until they reach the simulation hemisphere. From this point, the code generates the initial coordinates of the entry point in the sensitive volume and proceeds in time steps of 50 ns. The propagation of the particle follows the relation (3). The algorithm searches for a luminous signal greater than 0.3 photo-electrons (pe), until the energy loss of the particle is less than 3 eV or the particle reaches the sea bottom or exits the sensitive volume. The information obtained from the simulations that we use further are the positions of the PMTs that saw the event, the time stamp of the event and the number of ‘detected’ photons. The background due to $^{40}$K and to bioluminescence is not simulated.
This preliminary analysis consists of simulated nuclearite events for ARCA and ORCA for masses in the range of $3 \times 10^{13} – 10^{17}$ GeV and an integration step of 50 ns.

In the following, the results of a preliminary analysis of the nuclearite events simulated with the KM3NeT - ORCA and ARCA - detector configurations will be presented.

5. Results

This preliminary study provided us information of the expected nuclearite signal at the detector depth (number of hits, signal duration), along with the velocity of the particles at the entry in the simulation hemisphere. The residual velocities of nuclearites at the entry point in the sensitive volume were computed using the formula (3). The velocity distributions of nuclearites for ORCA and ARCA are shown in Fig. 4.

![Velocity distribution](image1)

**Fig. 4:** Velocity distribution of nuclearites at the entry in the simulation hemisphere for KM3NeT-ORCA and KM3NeT-ARCA configurations.

In the above distributions one can observe that nuclearite events with higher masses (starting with $10^{15}$ GeV) have residual velocities at the entry in the sensitive volume approximately equal to their initial velocities at the entrance in the atmosphere.

Regarding the detector response to massive downgoing nuclearites, we obtained information about the number of hits distribution (Fig. 5).

![Number of hits distribution](image2)

**Fig. 5:** The distribution of the number of hits for KM3NeT-ORCA and KM3NeT-ARCA detectors.

The above distributions made for ORCA and ARCA show that the number of hits observed depend on the photomultiplier density of the detectors. As ORCA is a denser configuration in means of PMTs, one can observe that the number of hits for the higher mass ($10^{17}$ GeV) is greater in ORCA than in ARCA. For ORCA it exceeds the value of $10^8$, while for ARCA its value is around $10^7$. 
As it is clear from the above figures, the number of hits in the detector depends also on the mass of the nuclearite.

Another important information is given by the distributions of the signal duration inside the detectors (Fig. 6). The duration of the signals generated by nuclearites inside the sensitive volume is taken as the time interval between the first and the last hit observed.

![Fig. 6: The signal duration in KM3NeT-ORCA and KM3NeT-ARCA detectors.](image)

From the distributions of the signal duration inside the detectors shown in the previous figures one can observe that there is a larger span of the signal duration distribution for the smaller masses, which are $3 \cdot 10^{13}$ GeV and $10^{14}$ GeV. This feature can be explained by the fact that nuclearites with small masses have smaller residual velocities at the entry in the sensitive volume in comparison with the nuclearites with higher masses, as it can also be seen in Fig. 4. As they have smaller velocities, they spend more time in the sensitive volume and have a larger signal duration.

6. Conclusions

This is a preliminary study of the expected signal at the KM3NeT detector depth for downgoing massive nuclearites. The distributions obtained show that nuclearites propagating through underwater neutrino telescopes, such as ANTARES and KM3NeT, will induce events that will be easily recognized due to the large number of hits and a large signal duration (>1 ms).
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